Abstract. The disappointing performance of value and small cap strategies shows that style consistency may not provide the long-term benefits often assumed in the literature. In this study we examine whether the short-term variation in the U.S. size and value premium is predictable. We document style-timing strategies based on technical and (macro-)economic predictors using a recently developed artificial intelligence tool called Support Vector Regressions (SVR). SVR are known for their ability to tackle the standard problem of overfitting, especially in multivariate settings. Our findings indicate that both premiums are predictable under fair levels of transaction costs and various forecasting horizons.
Introduction
There is no doubt about the importance of investment styles in modern portfolio management. The underlying rationale for this relates to a series of influential studies documenting the potential benefits of investing in stocks with fundamental commonalities or "styles". In the past two decades, substantial evidence surfaced suggesting that investing in portfolios of stocks with a small market capitalization and value orientation provides a premium in the long run. The "size premium" has been first reported by Banz [5] , who found a negative relation between a firm's market capitalization and its stock performance in the U.S. The extensively researched "value premium" has been documented most prominently by Fama and French [19, 21] and Lakonishok et al. [27] . These studies showed that stocks with typical value features such as low market-to-book (M/B), low price-to-earnings (P/E) and low price-to-cash (P/C) ratios provided higher average returns than so-called "growth" stocks, with high M/B, P/E and P/C ratios. These empirical findings induced a discussion on the source and magnitude of the value and size premium. Some studies argued that this premium is a compensation for holding stocks under relative distress, see for instance [12, 20] . Another view, put forward in [27, 23] , is that stock markets lack efficient pricing ability. A third possible explanation suggested in [30] is that the obtained results are due to data snooping biases. A recent review and update for the U.S. by Chan and Lakonishok [13] shows that value investing still generates promising returns in the long run. Dimson et al. [18] make similar statements for the U.K. value premium.
The rather disappointing performance of small cap and value strategies during the nineties has however pointed out that style consistency may not necessarily provide superior returns in any economic regime. A relatively small body of literature has explicitly addressed the potential benefits of style timing strategies over a style consistent approach. Although most of these papers may differ in methodology, they all rely on the notion that the cyclical behavior of investment styles is correlated with systematic economical and technical forces, which could make the value and size premium partially predictable. Cooper et al. [16] find sufficient predictability for size-sorted strategies in the U.S., but weaker results for value-sorted strategies. 1 Levis and Liodakis [28] find moderate evidence in favor of small/large rotation strategies, but less evidence for value/growth rotation in the United Kingdom. Bauer et al. [6] find evidence for the profitability of style rotation strategies in Japan, but point out that moderate levels of transaction costs can already make these results less interesting in a practical context. The majority of rotation studies employ technical (or market-based) and (macro-)economic indicators. The dependent variables, either the value or the size premium, are constructed using well-known style index series.
In this study we will use a similar approach by constructing the value and size premium in the U.S. based on S&P style indices. The sign and magnitude of both premiums will then subsequently be forecasted using a broad set of (macro-)economic and technical predictors. In contrast to the studies mentioned above, we will not apply a standard multifactor model framework. Factor models in general suffer from deficiencies intrinsic to multiple regression techniques. Most of the studies based on this methodology ex ante decide to construct parsimonious models to avoid the problem of overfitting. Increasing the number of factors at some point will deteriorate the out-of-sample prediction ability of the rotation models. Levis and Liodakis [28] for instance report empirical results based on six factors for the size spread and eight factors for the value spread. Although their regression window is expanding, thereby updating the relevance of the factors through time, it does not provide the ability to add or delete economically viable factors. In most cases the "optimal" choice of independent variables is based on a set of statistical criteria, like adjusted R 2 , the Akaike information criterion or the Schwarz criterion. These criteria are designed to correct the inclusion of fac-tors for the increased model complexity. Potentially, numerous relevant variables are bound to be excluded as predictors.
A further complication arises from the fact that individual factors in a model are usually assumed to be independent. Most linear regression models however are likely to suffer from multi-collinearity, especially when forecasting variables are numerous and closely related. One could therefore argue that factor models face two pivotal challenges: first, how to employ a large set of potentially relevant variables in a factor model without jeopardizing its predictive power, and second, how to incorporate possible interactions between individual variables in the course of the model-building process without deteriorating the quality of the model. Support Vector Regressions (SVR) have become a popular analytical tool following a series of successful applications in fields ranging from optical character recognition to DNA analysis [35, 41] . In essence, the SVR technique is used for function estimation based on an observed finite number of input-output relations, just like the linear multiple-regression technique. Numerous potential applications of SVR in finance have been reported elsewhere. 3 The combination of three key features can justify a priori the utilization of the SVR tool in financial forecasting modeling. First, SVR behave robustly even in high-dimensional feature problems [32] , or in other words, where the explanatory variables are numerous, and in noisy, complex domains [10] . Second, SVR achieve remarkable generalization ability by striking a balance between a certain level of model accuracy on a given training data-set, and model complexity. 4 And third, SVR always find a global solution to a given problem [40, 44] , in sharp contrast with neural networks for instance. A general limitation of SVR is that they produce point estimates rather than posterior probability distributions of the obtained results, which follows from the fact that SVR are a nonparametric tool. Some parameters however have to be estimated in advance via a standard procedure called "cross-validation". This procedure, though quite computationally extensive, additionally ensures that model selection is based on out-of-sample rather than in-sample performance.
Using SVR we will construct models in order to predict the value and size premium in the U.S. stock market.Our aim is to test on a preliminary level the performance of SVR, and not to engage in an extensive data-mining exercise. For that reason, we build our models on historical data of 60 months, which is a quite common horizon in the literature. Obviously, other model-building horizons can be explored, but in such a way artificially good results could emerge, falling pray to the data-mining critique. We compare the results of the rotation strategies with so-called style consistent passive strategies. Furthermore, we vary the forecast horizon (one-, three-and six-month signals), which serves as a modelstability test, and measure the impact of a wide range of transaction costs. The empirical section shows that style rotation strategies using signals created by SVR produce outstanding results for both the value and the size premium.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the choice of explanatory variables and the nature of the explained variables (the proxies for the value and size premium). Section 3 deals extensively with Support Vector Regressions as an analytical tool and how it can be used to predict the value and size premiums. Section 4 presents our main empirical findings, and finally section 5 concludes.
Data

2.1
Construction of the value and size premium series
The choice of an appropriate measure to determine the value premium is crucial. Our main goal is to come up with a trading strategy, which can be easily implemented in a practical context 5 . In principle, long time series data from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) can be used. Following this venue is not well suited for a low transaction cost strategy however, since there are no readily-available instruments (e.g. futures) to exercise such a trading strategy in practice. As we expect the rotation strategies to have a considerable turnover, we conduct our analysis on the S&P Barra Value and Growth indices (the value premium). Transaction costs are expected to be relatively low as we are able to buy and sell futures on these indices. 6 Both indices are constructed by dividing the stocks in the S&P 500 index according to just one single attribute: the book-to-market ratio. This procedure splits the S&P 500 index into two, mutually exclusive groups of stocks and is designed to track these accepted investment styles in the U.S. stock market. The Value index contains firms with high book-to-market ratios and conversely the Growth index firms with lower book-to-market ratios. The combination of both (market cap weighted) indices adds up to the (market cap weighted) S&P 500. Figure 1 and table 1 show that a strategy purely based on the value premium would have witnessed some highly volatile periods. These series are the returns of a long position in the Value index and a short position in the Growth index throughout the entire sample period ranging from January 1988 to December 2002. Monthly maximum and minimum returns of this strategy are considerably high: 9.74% and -12.02%. Summary statistics (see table 1) reveal that the spread series exhibits excess kurtosis. The number of negative performance months of this passive value strategy is approximately 47%. The average return on an annualized basis is -0.86% with a standard deviation of 9.64%. We therefore 5 In the case of for instance the High book-to-market minus Low book-to-market (HML) series of [20] , we can expect relatively high transaction costs as portfolios generally exhibit unacceptable liquidity features, particularly in a monthly long/short setting. 6 In practice the maximum exposure of the trading strategy is still restricted by the liquidity features of this future. conclude that pure and unconditional value investing in this particular sample period has not been a very attractive trading strategy. Furthermore, we indeed observe a cyclical pattern in the behavior of the premium. In some periods, like for instance in the last years of the previous decade, growth stocks persistently outperformed value stocks and in other periods value stocks clearly outperformed growth stocks. A good example of the latter is the crisis in Technology (and hence "growth") stocks in the beginning of this century. A possible explanation for this phenomenon could be that the sign of the value premium is strongly connected with the business cycle and the economic regime. It is likely that value stocks -relative to growth stocks -gain more from a surge of economic activity and a sharp upward revision of sentiment, see e.g. [39] . As profit expectations turn sharply and broadly positive at the bottom of the economic cycle, profitability and earnings growth become a less scarce resource. In such an environment port-folio managers start looking for stocks with typical value features. This largely explains why value stocks generally belong to cyclical industries. Moreover, value companies tend to belong to mature sectors of the economy. These sectors generally grow and shrink with the economy, whereas growth companies can offer protection during weaker periods in the economy. Analogously, the size premium series is created by comparing the S&P 500 index (large cap) and the S&P Small Cap 600 index. 7 The passive small-large strategy has not performed satisfactorily during our sample period as well: a mean return of 0.91% (see figure 1 and table 1). Investors that have followed this strategy have experienced even greater fluctuations than those opting for the passive value-growth strategy, as revealed by the maximum (16.78%) and minimum (-15.71%) monthly returns and the higher standard deviation (12.04%). All of these findings cast serious doubt on the wisdom of persistently favoring small stocks over large stocks in the past two decades.
Choice of the forecasting variables
We will introduce two classes of forecasting variables in this section. First, we give a brief overview of potential technical variables. Subsequently, we will address several macro-economic variables, which might shed some light on the behavior of the spread series. There appears to be a striking similarity between the chronological cumulative performance of the value and size premiums (see figure 1 ), which suggests that the behavior of both premiums might be subject to the same cyclical effects. We aim to provide a wide range of relevant forecasting variables, but we restrict ourselves to those claimed to be economically interpretable in the literature on this subject.
Good examples of technical factors are the lagged value and small cap spreads used by Levis and Liodakis [28] . Asness et al. [4] propose two other variables of this class: the spread in valuation multiples and expected earnings growth between value portfolios and growth portfolios. Other candidates are changes in the implied volatility of the market, see [17] , and price and earnings momentum in the market, see for instance [33] and [8] .
The class of economic variables is mainly related to economic fundamentals, the business cycle and trends in corporate earnings. Examples of macro-economic series can be found in a variety of papers on style rotation. Kao and Humaker [26] document the influence of industrial production, the yield-curve spread, inflation (CPI) and the corporate credit spread on the value premium. In their view, industrial production reflects the corporate earnings cycle. In periods of high corporate earnings growth, the often highly leveraged value (and small) companies profit disproportionately. The composite leading indicators (CLI) can serve as an alternative to measure the same relationship. The interest rate environment can also have a substantial impact on the sign of the value premium. A yield spread widening between long government bonds and short term T-bills will probably hurt growth companies more than value companies as their profits are based further into the future. Growth stocks have longer durations than value stocks and are therefore more interest rate sensitive. These companies will underperform most likely in a setting with steep yield curves, which implies rising interest rates in the future. In the study of [28] the spread series are explained by the level of inflation, changes in the short-term interest rate and the equity risk premium respectively. In table 2 we list the variables actually used in our empirical analysis. In the next section we describe and discuss the nonparametric modeling tool used: Support Vector Regressions. 
Methodology
This section describes the model-building tool (Support Vector Regression) and the construction of the SVR style rotation models. Alongside, we focus on the qualities of SVR that justify their employment as a factor model tool.
Function estimation with SVR
Support Vector Regressions (SVR), and Support Vector Machines (SVM) in general, are rooted in Statistical Learning Theory, pioneered by Vapnik [44] . In essence, SVR are just functions, named "learning machines", of which the basic task is to "explore" data (input-output pairs 9 ) and provide optimally accurate predictions on unseen data. Extensive descriptions of SVR and SVM can be found, for example, in [11, 40, 41] . Here we present a complete, but still compact and accessible representation of the basic SVR tool. The technical exposition follows mostly the descriptions in the abovementioned papers.
First, it should be mentioned that the standard loss function employed in SVR is the -insensitive loss function, which has the following form:
Here is predetermined and nonnegative, y is the true target value, x is a vector of input variables and f (x) is the estimated target value. If the value of the estimate f (x) of y is off-target by or less, then there is no "loss", and no penalty will be imposed. However, if |y − f (x)| − > 0, then the value of the loss function rises linearly with the difference between y and f (x) above . In practice, the actual loss associated with a given training error is equal to C(|y − f (x)| ), where C is a nonnegative constant. The term |y − f (x)| is denoted by ξ if y ≤ f (x) − , and by ξ * if y ≥ f (x + ). Let us consider the simplest case of function estimation first, where there is only one input variable, x 1 , one output variable, y, and l training data points, and a linear relationship between the input and output variables (see figure 2) .
Notice that in the case of figure 2, the total amount of loss is equal to C(ξ + ξ * ), since there are two training errors. The SVR algorithm estimates the parameters w 1 and b of the linear function y = w 1 x 1 + b for prespecified values of and C, ensuring that the resulting regression function achieves good generalization ability. It should not be too "complex", but, at the same time, it should not make too many training errors. Complexity here is defined in terms of "flatness" of the line, i.e. the smaller the slope of the line, the lower the complexity. By striking a balance between the function's complexity and accuracy on the training data in the model-construction phase, the SVR offers a solution to the common problem of overfitting. 
Subject to
The first term of the objective (minimization) function in equation 2 deals with the complexity, and the second term deals with the accuracy (or, amount of training errors) of the model. In general, both terms cannot be minimal (or, close to zero) at the same time. The nonnegative parameter C determines the trade-off between the flatness of f (x) and the amount of tolerated deviations. If C is large, some flatness could be lost in order to achieve greater training accuracy.
All points on the boundary of the -insensitive region together with the points outside that region (the training errors) are called "support vectors". The computation of the regression is solely based on the support vectors.
The minimization problem of equation 2 can be represented in dual form, as a maximization problem:
Here we introduced with the kernel function k(x i , x j ) instead of the inner product (x i · x j ) the possibility to replace the inner product with a different kernel function (see below).
In SVR, the regression estimates, resulting from solving equation 3 take the form of:
The value of b can be found from the so-called Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions associated with the dual optimization problem (equation 3). The training points in the series in equation 4 with coefficient (α * i − α i ) unequal to zero are exactly the support vectors. For each training point x i atmost one of the two numbers α i and α * i is unequal to zero. For the training points on the boundary of the -insensitive region holds either 0 < α i < C or 0 < α * i < C and for the training errors outside the -insensitive region holds either α i = C or α * i = C. Application of a kernel function transforms the original input space implicitly into a higher-dimensional input space where an optimal linear decision surface (corresponding to a nonlinear decision surface in the original input space) is found. One of the most frequently applied kernels is the so-called Radial Basis Function kernel (RBF). The dimension of the feature space for the RBF is infinite, which on first sight is counterintuitive from a complexity perspective: that should lead to overfitting. However, the literature reports very good performance of SVR using the RBF kernel (see, e.g. [11, 15, 35] ). Possible theoretical explanations thereof have been suggested in [11] . Therefore, it appears that SVR with a RBF kernel are able to tackle the problems of overfitting effectively. For this reason we apply this kernel in our research.
The RBF kernel is defined as k(x i , x j ) = e −γ xi−xj 2 , where γ is a manually adjustable parameter. The Radial Basis Function kernel is equal to 1 if x i = x j and drops monotonically to zero with the Euclidean distance x i − x j between the vectors x i and x j . The greater the value of γ, the faster the function k(x i , x j ) decreases. So, for large values of γ the influence of a training point will be only local and the risk of overfitting will be large. So, the larger γ, the more "complex" the radial basis function is, and the smaller the number of training errors.
Summarizing, we have three parameters , C, and γ, which have to be tuned in order to find the optimal trade-off between complexity and training accuracy of the SVR. One of the ways to find the best trade-off between these parameters is via the standard cross-validation technique, which will be explained in section 3.2.
SVR style timing models
We will present the construction of the value rotation model only, since the size rotation model is constructed analogically.
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The input vectors for the SVR consist of the (historical) values for all 17 candidate explanatory factors as described in table 2. The outputs are the corresponding differences in returns between the S&P 500 Barra Value and Growth indices. Each SVR model is trained on the data for months t − 60 till month t − 1 in order to predict the output for month t. In order to find the optimal model parameters , C and γ we applied 5-fold cross-validation, a standard technique in machine learning (see e.g., [42, 45] ) on the training data sets of 60 months. A k-fold cross-validation procedure is utilized as follows: a given dataset is divided into k folders of equal size; subsequently, a model is built on all possible (k) combinations of k − 1 folders, and each time the remaining one folder is used for validation. The model that achieves minimum mean sum of squared errors on average (over the k validation folders) is considered to be the best. This best model is said to achieve minimum cross-validation mean squared error, and the parameters of this model are used in the final model for the prediction of month t.
The advantage of using a cross-validation procedure is that it ensures that model selection is based entirely on out-of-sample rather than in-sample performance. The disadvantage however is that the procedure is rather time-consuming.
A tiny part of the cross-validation procedure is visualized in figure 3 , where the vertical axis shows the cross validation minimal squared errors for C ∈ (0, 32), while keeping and the kernel function parameter γ fixed at 1.0 and 0.007, respectively. As suggested by the figure, the value for the minimum cross-validation mean squared error is well defined. The predicted output , i.e. the value premium for month t is used to decide on our timing rotation strategy. A positive output will result in a signal "Value" in which case we will buy the Value index and sell the Growth index, while a negative output will result in a signal "Growth" with the opposite effect. In order to avoid taking decisions based on noise, we treat an output value close to zero as a "no signal" signal.
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The SVR small-large strategy is defined analogically, using S&P SmallCap 600 and S&P 500 indices.
Empirical Results
In this section we will present the main results from value-growth and smalllarge rotation strategies using SVR with different levels of transaction costs and varying forecast horizons (one-month, three-month and six-month). Additionally, we will show the output of an equally weighted combination of both strategies. Throughout this empirical section we show returns that could be achieved when we would have been able to forecast the signal correctly each month: MAX VG (value-growth rotation) and MAX SL (small-large rotation). The input for the SVR model consists of 60 months of data on the whole set of 17 predetermined factors. The passive style strategies are constructed in accordance with what is expected in the literature: each month a long position is taken in the Value index and a short position in the Growth index. The passive small-large strategy consistently buys the S&P SmallCap 600 index and sells the S&P 500 index.
Value-growth rotation strategies
Detailed results of the SVR value-growth strategy can be found in table 3. What strikes most at first sight, is that this strategy has produced much better results than the passive strategy in the out-of-sample period starting January 1993 and ending December 2002.
Under the assumption of zero transaction costs, the SVR strategy achieves an annualized mean return of 10.30%, against a modest 0.24% respective return of the passive strategy. Combining these results with the standard deviations of returns yields (annualized) information ratios of 1.04 and 0.02, respectively. Besides, even when high transaction costs of 50 bp (single trip) are added into the calculations, the realized SVR-model information ratio remains quite high (0.64), and statistically significant at the 5% two-tail level. When compared to other studies on the 0.00 * indicates significance at the (2-tail) 10% level * * indicates significance at the (2-tail) 5% level * * * indicates significance at the (2-tail) 1% level subject, for example [7] in the U.S. and [28] in the U.K., the SVR results seem to demonstrate a significant improvement. The calculated Z(equality)-scores 12 provide further evidence (in the 0 bp and 25 bp transaction-cost environment) of a significant performance difference. In addition, the SVR strategy is able to capture 37.7%, 34.0%, and 29.3% of the return from the MAX VG strategy under 0 bp, 25 bp and 50 bp transaction costs, respectively. Table 3 further reveals that the largest three-month and twelve-month losses associated with the SVR value-growth model are substantially less than the respective losses incurred by the passive strategy. Summarizing, all of these findings can serve as an indication of robustness of the SVR strategy. Figure 5 presents the realized excess returns forecasted by the basic SVR style timing strategy in the 25 bp transaction-cost scenario. It can be seen from the figure that most of the accrued returns come out of the last four years of the sample period, which actually appears to be the most volatile.
A number of further conclusions can be drawn by examining figure 6. Next to the cumulative returns from the passive strategy and the SVR strategy that predicts the one-month-ahead return difference under zero transaction costs, the figure reveals the cumulative returns from two more strategies: the threeand six-month-horizon SVR strategies. The latter two strategies are constructed simply by taking the (unweighted) average of the signals produced by models constructed up to three and up to six months before any predicted month, and investing according to this combined signal. Our procedure is equal to that used in [25] . Table 4 . Passive and Support Vector Regression small-large rotation strategies. Summary statistics for the passive small-large and the Support Vector Regression smalllarge one-month-ahead return forecasting models for the period 1993:01 to 2002:12. The predicted variables are the monthly return differences between S&P 500 and S&P SmallCap 600 indices, respectively. SmL denotes the passive small-large strategy. MAX SL denotes the perfect foresight size rotation strategy. CV denotes the timing strategy based on Support Vector Regression Cross Validation Mean Squared Error. All numbers are annualized data unless stated otherwise. All strategies are long/short monthly positions. The overall position for month t + 1 is based on the signal produced by the optimal model based on 60 months of historical data of all explanatory factors. Transaction costs are assumed to be 0 bp, 25 bp, and 50 bp single trip. The first striking feature is that most of the cumulative returns are accrued in times of relatively higher volatility, and especially during 1993, in the beginning of 1994, and between 1999 and 2002. The magnitude of the volatility of returns can be observed by tracking the (monthly) changes in the cumulative returns of the passive strategy. Larger shocks in these series correspond to greater volatility of the value premium. A second interesting feature is that the basic one-monthhorizon SVR strategy strategy performs better than in the case of three-and six-month forecast horizons. Apparently, it is worthwhile to time investment styles on a very short horizon. 
Small-large rotation strategies
Detailed information on the small-large SVR strategy, the passive small-large strategy and the maximum attainable MAX SL strategy can be found in table 4.
In the out-of-sample period the passive small-large rotation strategy achieves an annual return of -1.26%. The optimal MAX SL strategy provides an annual return of 27.04% in the 50 bp transaction-cost scenario, which is 5.50% more than the corresponding result for the MAX VG strategy. This reveals that the potential benefit from size rotation seems to be much greater than the one from the corresponding value-growth rotation. Table 4 shows that this extra potential can indeed be captured. For the zero-transaction-cost regime, for example, the one-, three-and six-month forecast horizon small-large strategies produce 10.71%, 8.03% and 7.73% annual returns, while the respective results from the SVR value-growth strategies are 10.30%, 5.84% and 5.02% respectively. Moreover, as in the value-growth case, the SVR size model is able to capture roughly one third of the maximum attainable cumulative returns under all considered transaction cost regimes.
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As it turns out, the results from the robustness checks that were performed on the SVR value-growth model are also valid for SVR size rotation. Under the assumption of 50 bp transaction costs, the realized information ratio of 0.69 from 13 Results are available upon request. the SVR size model is significant at the (two-tail) 5% level. The SVR size strategy produces significantly different results from the passive size strategy. The largest three-month and, especially, twelve-month losses from the SVR model are drastically more bearable than the ones from the passive size strategy: -8.84% vs. -21.63% and -3.21% vs. -31.85%, respectively, under zero transaction costs. Notice, additionally, that the one-month strategy again outperforms the longer horizon alternatives, consistent with the findings of the SVR value-growth strategy, see figure 7.
Simultaneous value-growth and size timing
In case investors have decided to follow both the value and size SVR strategies simultaneously at the beginning of the sample period, they would have witnessed even greater relative gains as compared to sticking only to single-style timing (see table 5 and figure 8 for details). Indicative of this are the realized information ratios of simultaneous style timing: 1.27, 1.06 and 0.84 under 0 bp, 25 bp and 50 bp single trip transaction cost regimes, all significant at the (two-tail) 1% level. Not surprisingly, these information ratios are higher than the ones associated with either value or size timing individually, as investors actually diversify the risk associated with each timing strategy. The information ratio of the simultaneous timing strategy is negative (-0.06). Interestingly, the largest three-month and twelve-month losses associated with simultaneous investing turn out to be quite tolerable: -4.10% and -3.96%, assuming zero transaction costs. It appears that it pays to diversify the market timing strategies, at least as far as value and size timing are concerned.
Admittedly, we expect all of our findings to be dependent on the historical model-building horizon and on the length of the trading period. Choosing to Table 5 . Simultaneous passive and Support Vector Regression value-growth and size rotation strategies. Summary statistics for following simultaneously passive valuegrowth (VmG) and passive small-large (SmL) strategies on the one hand, and Support Vector Regression value-growth and small-large rotation strategies using a one-month forecast horizon, on the other, for the period 1993:01 to 2002:12. The explanatory variables are listed in table 2. MAX denotes the perfect foresight value-growth and size rotation combined strategy. CV denotes the timing strategy based on Support Vector Regression cross validation mean squared error. All numbers are annualized data unless stated otherwise. All strategies are long/short monthly positions on the style and size indices. The overall position for month t + 1 is based on the signal produced by the optimal model based on 60 months of historical data of all explanatory factors. Transaction costs are assumed to be 0 bp, 25 trade for a longer period could come at the expense of incurring formidable transaction costs, as noted in the Data section. Additionally, varying the length of the model-building horizon might yield a "best" horizon that would be difficult to justify. Thus, future research could concentrate on both of these issues.
Conclusion
This paper examines whether short-term directional variations in the size and value premium in the U.S. stock market are sufficiently predictable to be exploited by means of a tactical timing strategy. As a forecasting tool, we employ so-called Support Vector Regressions (SVR). SVR have only recently been developed in the artificial intelligence field and have been rarely applied in a financial context. Using SVR, we are able to circumvent the well-known problems of overfitting, especially in multivariate settings, in an elegant way.
Our empirical findings clearly show that both premiums are highly predictable during the trading period. This comes at odds with the mainstream literature that provides evidence for the long-term superiority of returns to value vis-a-vis growth and small vis-a-vis large stocks. After adjustment for fair levels of transaction costs this result still holds. Under high transaction cost levels, expected to be relevant in a dynamic economic environment, it is difficult in practice to obtain incremental benefits over style consistent strategies. That is why it is critical to develop timing strategies that can be implemented using index futures or low-cost trading baskets like exchange traded funds. In terms of realized information ratios, a combination of both value-growth and small-large timing produces most interesting results.
